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Let's do an empathy exercise? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.theodysseyonline.com/empathy-homeless 



How long can you stay without 
expressing your desires, opinions 

and feelings? 

http://www.stuartduncan.name/autism/who-has-a-right-to-talk-about-autism/ 
http://www.tonygalvin.com/mutism/ 



What would happen if  
nobody understood you? 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/60/56/ca/6056ca4ea41508a29058f9ef6a2b019e.jpg 



What would occur if you did not 
understand the world around you? 

http://fintechnews.sg/5660/blockchain/fintech-japan-new-regulations-set-boost/ 



Our Potential Public 

Individuals who have communication disorders: 

    - Cerebral Palsy  

    - Autism spectrum disorder   

    - Down Syndrome  

    - Stroke  

    - etc. 

 

 

Beukelman and Mirenda (2013) estimated that approximately 1.3% 

of USA population (+/- 4 million) need alternative communication  



What is Alternative 
Communication? 

It is the use of other communication modalities to 
support or replace verbal communication 



What are the main benefits of 
Alternative Communication? 

 

Alternative Communication helps to: 

 

    stimulate interactions with other people 

 

    improve the understanding, perception,  

    attention, memory,  conceptualization,  

    language and inclusive literacy  

 

    increase the self-esteem and the quality  

    of life of the individual and his / her relatives 

     

    reduce the frustration  
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Our advantages 
Mediators, family and 

education/health 

professionals 

People who have 

communication 

disorders 

Cloud: The vocabulary can be personalized 

and used by any PC or tablet anywhere in 

the world and it is always backed up 



Pictogram suggestion:  

it accelerates the pictogram search and 

helps to write more meaningful sentences 

Our advantages 



Our advantages 

Quick answers: It allows  
parallel communication 



Adaptations for inclusive education 

Teaching letters, syllables or words 



Adaptations for inclusive education 

Teaching numbers and math operations 



Adaptations for inclusive education 

Teaching songs or telling stories 



Adaptations for inclusive education 

Teaching routines 



News: Accessible keyboard 



 

 

 

 

Internationalization → English and Spanish 

Pivot → social startup + partnerships  

(e.g., companies and governments) to 

operationalize and evolve the project 

Next steps ... 



Demonstration 



Thank you! 
             Gracias! 
                       Obrigado! 
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